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Scalable, High-Fidelity 360-Degrees,
Situational Awareness Support System

Read About
360-degrees Situational
Awareness
Ground Vehicle Vision System
Modular Mission Computers

Delivering a True 360-Degrees View of an
Operating Environment on any Platform
Current local Situational Awareness (SA) solutions are built with multiple cameras
deployed at a variety of angles to provide multiple visual feeds. These feeds are
combined with other sensor information and presented to operators on single or multiple
displays. This process, commonly mechanical, does not necessarily present a complete
360-degrees view of an operating environment and may induce a significant latency
between what actually transpires in the reality and what operators see through their
displays. To provide an accurate, fully stitched, 360-degrees view of the surroundings,
an effective solution is needed: one that fuses digital feeds in software and processes
them for delivery with minimal latency in hardware. The ideal solution should be flexible
enough to be configured and customized to the unique needs of each distinct platform
and to the operators and personnel on board that platform. This paper presents the
key requirements for a SA solution that delivers a high-fidelity, real-time, 360-degrees
view of an operating environment. It also introduces a next-generation 360-degrees SA
solution developed by Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions and Mistral that is optimized
for delivery of a fully-stitched view of the immediate surroundings of any platform.
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Figure 1: True 360° Situational Awareness (SA)

Addressing the Need for
360-Degrees Situational Awareness
For military, homeland security, law enforcement, and public
safety professionals the concept of Situational Awareness
(SA) boils down to being mindful of all mission-critical
occurrences within their operational horizons. Whether
they are in a tank, an armored personnel carrier, or on foot,
the more actionable information today’s warfighters have,
the better equipped they are to analyze ever-changing
situations, assess options, and make instant decisions that
move missions closer to their successful conclusion, while
ensuring the safety of all personnel involved. One of the
most important pieces of the SA puzzle is vision.
With that in mind, the number of vision sensors in local
SA support systems on military platforms has increased
significantly in the past few years. In response to VICTORY
in the U.S. and other standards, such as DEFSTAN82 in the
UK, most of today’s platforms have a variety of cameras
placed strategically around their shell to enable personnel
inside to “see” the environment around them. These include
thermal, infrared, and high-resolution cameras that work in
concert with mission computers to deliver visual information
to operators. Unfortunately, many of these camera systems
do not provide a true 360-degrees view of an operating
environment. In most applications, the image quality is poor.
The software needed to create a consolidated view from
different camera feeds relies on mechanical processes that
are not able to stitch high-quality images together quickly
enough to render an accurate view of an environment.
In addition, the onboard mission computer is unable to
process and deliver a consolidated view to display screens
with low latency.
To provide an accurate, single, 360-degrees view of an
operating environment, system integrators need a flexible
solution that can be configured and customized to the unique
needs of each distinct platform and to the operators and
personnel on board that platform. But creating a single view
from multiple sensors is challenging. The software required
must go beyond current mechanical stitching capabilities
to blend and amalgamate digital sensor data from multiple
cameras and sensors in real time. That software must work
seamlessly with the mission computer to process and
deliver a fully-stitched 360-degrees view with low latency.
Most importantly, the consolidated SA information must
be presented in a way that makes personnel trust the view
provided as a true representation of the environment.

This paper presents the key requirements for a SA solution
that delivers a true 360-degrees view of an operating
environment. It outlines the functional capabilities of the
software and hardware that must be integrated to deliver
a high-fidelity view that onboard personnel can trust. It also
introduces a next-generation, 360-degrees SA solution
developed by Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions and Mistral
that is optimized for delivery of a single, fully-stitched view
of an operating environment on any platform.

Understanding the 360-Degrees
Challenge
From a mission perspective, visual local SA information
provides in-field personnel with actionable intelligence
at the point of need. It delivers a real-time status of the
immediate local area of operations that can increase the
ability of personnel on-site and at command centers to
make decisions about a mission based on the most current
view of the front line.
Given the importance of visual information, a single sensor
cannot provide all the information needed to generate a
complete 360-degrees view of an environment. Therefore,
local SA solutions are built with multiple cameras deployed
at a variety of angles to provide multiple visual feeds. These
feeds are stitched together mechanically, combined with
other sensor information, and presented to operators
on single or multiple displays. In some applications, the
images are presented in a mosaic layout. In others, the
display presents alternating views of the environment
either automatically or based on operator input. This
mechanical process is cumbersome. It does not present a
true 360-degrees view of the operating environment, and
creates significant latency between what the cameras see
and what the operator can process in real time.
To present an accurate and operationally relevant view of an
operating environment, a 360-degrees SA support system
must provide images that enable the crew to perform its
mission without leaving the platform and in closed hatch
conditions. Therefore, the system must provide personnel
with a view of all areas around a platform at any time — day
and night, in all weather conditions, and in the presence of
smoke or other obscurants. It must present a continuous
360-degrees field of view in real time that is persistent and
staring rather than rotating (Figure 2).
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In addition, the system must provide a user interface
that meets all applicable military standards for human
factors engineering. This can only be achieved with an
effective balance of software and hardware capabilities
in an integrated system that leverages digital sensor and
computing technologies. Integrated properly, the solution
will optimize the use of cameras and sensors, as well as the
latest data processing and storage capabilities.

For true 360-degrees SA, the software must be able to
provide a big-picture view of the environment, as well as
specific views of areas of interest during a mission (Figure
3). In addition to this combined view, the software should
allow operators to configure the system to detect and
highlight irregularities in the field of view automatically, such
as motion in a specific area, so that the operator can focus
on other areas presented on the display.

Figure 2: A true 360-degrees SA view is continuous,
persistent, and staring.

Figure 3: An effective 360-degrees system
will deliver a big-picture view of an environment
and specific views of areas of interest.

Software requirements
An effective 360-degrees SA solution must deliver a highfidelity representation of what the cameras on the platform
see at all times. Therefore, the software must be able to
process and deliver high-resolution images from multiple
cameras to displays in real time. The number of cameras,
their field of view, and their range will depend on the
type of platform. In addition, some platforms may require
cameras for specific functional areas of a vehicle, as well
as manipulators for onboard equipment. Regardless of the
number of cameras, the software must be able to process
the multiple digital streams and deliver a consolidated view
with a high refresh rate to compensate for the movement
of the platform as it travels through a field of operation,
and to ensure that everything the cameras see during that
movement is relayed to personnel on board.

Flexibility is also important. Obviously, the software must
integrate easily with other onboard systems and conform to
a variety of standards, such as the VICTORY standard in the
U.S. and DEFSTAN82 in the UK. But to ensure the software
can support a variety of missions, it should also be able
to provide a full-featured 360-degrees view with a basic
configuration of cameras and support functional upgrades
with additional cameras required for specific missions.
Likewise, the software should be flexible enough to enable
it to be adapted to a variety of platform architectures and
sensor configurations.
Ultimately, all the visual data that is captured must be
processed and presented to personnel on board. To
minimize the cognitive load on operators who must interact
with the visual information, the software should be optimized
to present an intuitive, customizable user interface. This will
allow personnel to leverage existing skillsets and reduce the
time it takes to get accustomed to the 360-degrees view.
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Hardware requirements
To support the advanced video management capabilities
of the software, the mission computer must provide the
computing power needed for the software to process
multiple digital video streams and consolidate the streams
into one 360-degrees view in real time. The number of
cameras onboard and the video processing options selected
for each platform will determine how hard the hardware
must work to deliver a 360-degrees view. Therefore, the
more computing power available, the easier it will be for the
software to process a basic sensor configuration and adapt
to additional digital video streams when more sensors are
added. More importantly, the higher the processing power,
the less likely it will be that the system will create latency
between processing and displaying a high-fidelity view to
personnel.
For ultimate flexibility, the mission computer should be
configured as a compact, standards-based, modular,
commercial off-the-shelf system (COTS). A compact
system will reduce the size, weight, and power (SWaP)
burden on the platform architecture. While a standardsbased, modular architecture will allow integrators to take
advantage of PCIe104, Mini-PCIe, COM-Express, and
related PCI Express® (PCIe) standards. This will make it
easier to add modules and boards as needed to support
the installation of additional sensors for specific missions
and platforms (Figure 4).

Given the harsh environments in which the vehicle must
operate, the mission computer should be optimized for
rugged operation and protected against the elements.
Ideally, it should be engineered to IP67 standards for
dust and water protection. It should also be engineered
to conform to MIL-STD-810G environmental standards
and MIL-STD-461F for electromagnetic interference (EMI).
Beyond the standards, the mission computer should also be
designed to operate with passive cooling rather than active
cooling. This will eliminate the need for a fan and another
potential point of failure in rugged operating environments.
To support the volume of digital data generated by multiple
visual sensors, as well as the consolidated 360-degrees
view created by the software, the mission computer should
provide a variety of high-capacity storage options. A modular
architecture that can accommodate high-capacity fixed
and removable storage modules will provide the flexibility
to adapt the mission computer to multiple platforms and
mission requirements. Industry standard solid-state disks
(SSDs) combined with rugged SATA connector transition
interfaces rated for 100,000 insertion cycles will provide the
highest level of flexibility to meet any mission requirement.
Finally, the mission computer must be compatible with the
power architecture on the platform. There are obviously a
number of voltage spikes and surges, transient conditions,
and voltage input nominal levels that are required for use
on a military vehicle. Therefore, to meet all power operating
parameters, the mission computer must conform to MILSTD-1275D for power compliance.

Figure 4: COTS modularity enables tailoring and
expanding the mission computer for any platform.
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Delivering a True 360-Degrees View of an Operating Environment
Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions and Mistral have engineered a next-generation SA system that delivers a true 360-degrees
view of an operating environment. The CV360 combines high-fidelity image processing and manipulation software from
Mistral with a high-end, rugged, and modular mission computer from Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions. Together, this
integrated package can be configured to provide a continuous, persistent, and real-time omni-directional view on any
platform (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Schematic Configuration of the CV360 system from Mistral and Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions.

Advanced video processing software
This scalable solution delivers a much broader, lowlatency, high-fidelity view of an environment compared to
other solutions that provide a mechanically-stitched visual
stream or a single camera stream with a narrow field of
view. It leverages advanced image processing algorithms to
capture the digital streams of multiple sensors and fuse them
together to create an accurate 360-degrees panorama.

In addition, the commander’s display features the following
functions: (a) day/night fusion, (b) video motion detection
(VMD) with two regions of interest and one region of noninterest, (c) edge enhancement, and (d) pan-and-tilt camera
control.

The CV360SA software provides day and night video
stitching of two to 16 cameras. It can be installed on any
computer running Microsoft® Windows® or Linux® operating
systems to support the hardware requirements for a specific
configuration. Once installed, the software can support two
independent display systems, one for the commander and
another for the driver.
The commander’s display offers two concurrent views
(Figure 6):
• A 360-degrees stitched panoramic view
• An area of interest view, which displays any selected
part of the panoramic view

Figure 6: The commander’s display generated by the
CV360SA software offers two concurrent views.
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The driver’s display also features two concurrent views,
presenting images from the forward and rear with an
adjustable field of view (Figure 7). In addition, the driver’s
display features the following functions:
• Toggle positions between front and rear views
• Toggle day and night views, and adjust night view
polarity
• Apply day/night fusion
• Apply graphic signs for driving assistance
• Video recording and playback

Modular mission computer
The Enhanced Vision Controller that enables the software
is built on the Parvus® DuraCOR® modular mission
computer family. These rugged COTS subsystems
feature quad-core, Intel® Core™ i7, Atom™, and Xeon®
processors. Each combines powerful graphics and multicore processing with ultra-reliable mechanical robustness
and modular I/O expansion capabilities for demanding civil
and military platforms. The modular subsystem architecture
includes support for add-on PCIe Mini Card I/O slots and,
in some cases, a stackable PCIe/104™ bus architecture or
XMC mezzanine card to support the addition of high-speed
I/O or graphics expansion cards (Figure 8).
Designed for SWaP-sensitive applications, these compact
processor line replaceable units (LRUs) can integrate a host
of video inputs, outputs, and vetronics I/O functionality.
One fielded configuration based on the DuraCOR 8041, for
example, measures just 3.3” x 6.75” x 6.25” and weighs
approximately 7 lbs. These have been qualification tested
to extreme MIL-STD-810G, MIL-STD-461F, MIL-STD1275D, MIL-STD-704F, and RTCA/DO-160G conditions for
environmental, power, and EMI compliance. They are also
completely sealed against dust and water to IP67 standards.
They require no active cooling and include a military-grade
power supply that supports aircraft (MIL-STD-704F) and
ground vehicle (MIL-STD-1275D) voltages.

Figure 7: The driver’s display generated by the
CV360SA software features two concurrent views,
presenting images from the forward and rear.

Base System Chassis
Mini-PCIe I/O
Mini-PCIe I/O
or mSATA
SSD (full size)
mSATA SSD

PCIe x1
PCIe x1
/ SATA
SATA

Intel Core i7
Quad-Core x86
ComputerOnModule

MIL-circular
connectors

DRAM Memory

Carrier Board

PCIe104 Bus

Mini-PCIe I/O (60+ pins)
Gigabit Ethernet x2
GPIO x8
USB 2.0 x4
USB 3.0 x2
Serial COM x5
VGA x1
DP++ (HDMI/DVI/DP) x2
Audio
Zeroize
eSATA
Power (28 VDC Nominal)

28VDC MIL-STD-1275/704/DO-160 Power Supply
SATA

PCIe 1 x16, up to 4 x1 lanes
PCIe104 I/O add-on module segment

Video Capture Card
Video Capture Card
Spare slot

Optional Storage add-on segment (1 or 2-slot
removable, or 1 / 2 disk fixed 2.5" SSD)

MIL-circular
connectors
8x Camera Inputs

Access Panel (for removable storage)

Figure 8: DuraCOR Base Module and system configuration for
360-degrees SA with the CV360SA software.
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These DuraCOR mission computers offer new capabilities
for C4ISR command and control, image processing, and
surveillance applications, making them ideal for 360-degrees
SA configurations. They can deliver high-performance
computing and graphics engines together with integrated
I/O interfaces and flexible I/O expansion capabilities for
mission-specific payloads.

The enhanced image processing and overlay capabilities
built into the solution will increase the effectiveness of
personnel on board a platform during any mission, as well
as vehicle survivability. In addition, personnel can maintain
their connection to the system once they leave a vehicle
and continue to leverage the advanced features to benefit
from a true, high-fidelity view of their operating environment.

The base processor system configuration supports two
Mini-PCIe Card I/O slots with pre-routed pins to external
connectors for optional vetronics databus interfaces
(CANbus, Ethernet, etc.) or other COM, DIO, analog, network,
or video modules. One of the PCIe MiniCard slots can
support mSATA Flash storage, should two internal SSDs be
required (a separate mSATA slot is also supported). Optional
single or dual-slot 2.5” SATA SSD add-on segments support
removable (or internally fixed) high-capacity Flash storage
behind a sealed, tethered door panel. In addition, optional
interlocking, add-on I/O expansion segments pre-fitted with
MIL-DTL-38999 connectors can support modified COTS
(MCOTS) system variants fitted with application-specific
PCIe/104 or PCI/104-Express™ I/O cards.

Conclusion

Due to its modular design, the DuraCOR mission computer
was the ideal choice as the foundation for the Enhanced
Vision Controller in the integrated CV360 SA solution from
Mistral and Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions. The base
system is tailored for the CV360 application and delivered
as a modified COTS solution ready for deployment.

The CV360 fuses visual sensor information together digitally.
It provides a much more effective method of creating a
360-degrees view than traditional mechanical processes.
The powerful software algorithm and the extremely low
latency in the video image processing offered by the mission
computer deliver the most accurate view of an operating
environment available from any system on the market.
Once deployed, the CV360 system provides personnel with
a view of all areas around a platform that they can trust
at any time — day and night, in all weather conditions,
and in the presence of smoke or other obscurants. With
this high-fidelity view, the CV360 delivers real-time status
of the immediate local area of operations that enables a
much more effective level of SA. This can increase the
ability of personnel on-site and at command centers to
make decisions about a mission based on the most current
information from the point of need. It can contribute to the
success of any mission. And it can help ensure the safety of
personnel in any situation.

A powerful combination
The modular hardware and customizable software make
the CV360 solution a powerful, integrated solution for
360-degrees SA on any platform. Combined, the image
fusion processing capabilities of the Mistral software and
the DuraCOR mission computer enable:
• A stitched 360° panoramic view of an operating
environment
• Multiple independent displays
• Glass-to-glass latency of less than 80mS
• User-selectable display configurations
• Graphical overlay for information from other sensors

Given the importance of visual information for SA, an
effective 360-degrees solution must leverage the most
advanced processing and computing technologies to
create an accurate 360-degrees view from multiple
sensors. A single video sensor or multiple sensors providing
independent feeds that are stitched together mechanically
cannot deliver all the visual information needed to generate
a 360-degrees view of an environment. Likewise, a mission
computer that cannot provide the compute power to
process digital data in real time will create significant latency
in the video image presented to personnel as they move
through an environment.

• Motion detection and warning
• Raw video record
• Full-feature playback
• Spare slot(s) for growth
• Embedded training
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